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SECURITY 



ON THE MOVE

UFO VAN LOCKS is the complete locks line, for light commercial vehicles security, 
designed by Serrature Meroni. The company’s over 10 years of experience in 
the sector and the specific design, allowed UFO VAN LOCKS products to assert 
themselves in the world as the ideal security solution for light commercial vehicles: 
over 300,000 locks sold in Europe and in the world. Security, practicality and simple 
installation characterise UFO Classic, UFO+, UFO3 mechanical locks and the new 
smart access control system UFO CLOUD.

THE SOLUTION FOR THE SECURITY  
OF LIGHT COMMERCIAL VEHICLES





UFO³ is the universal security slam lock, which can be 
installed both on rear and on side sliding doors. 
The design of the body and the hardened HRC 52:54 
steel guarantee maximum resistance in time and to 
break in. Installation is simple, within everybody’s 
reach: it takes just 30 minutes to fit a lock. 
UFO³ has an emergency unlocking system, 
independent from the one controlled by the cylinder, 
making it possible to open the lock from inside the 
loading area.
The product is sold in one-lock, two-lock or three-
lock packages with the same key. The mounting kit is 
included in the packaging.

THE LOCK THAT MEETS  
ANY NEED



Slam lock remains fixed to 
the bodywork, suitable for 
any van, universal: it can 
be installed on both the rear 
and the side door.  
The radial pin cylinder and 
the tubular key guarantee 
practicality in daily use.  

Slam lock and two-position 
key removal solution. 
It remains fixed to the 
bodywork, suitable for any 
van, universal: it can be 
installed on both the rear 
and the side door.  With 
SMART DUO the user can 
choose, according to their 
own usage requirements, 
whether or not to activate 
the automatic lock.

Slam lock. It remains fixed 
to the bodywork, suitable 
for any van, universal: it can 
be installed on both the rear 
and the side door.  
Equipped with a steel 
defender and security 
cylinder dust cover. The 
flat and reversible key 
can only be duplicated 
on presentation of the 
ownership card. UFO3 
COMFORT is the perfect 
ally for those vehicles that 
require intensive daily use.

UFO3 EXPERT includes all 
the main characteristics 
of the other models and 
integrates the dormakaba 
cylinder, a high security 23 
pin cylinder, which is anti-
picking, anti-impressioning, 
anti-drilling certified and 
comes with dust protection. 
These features make UFO3 
EXPERT the top of the range 
high security lock for trucks. 
The flat and reversible 
key has a protected 
profile and can only be 
duplicated in authorised 
centres on presentation of 
the ownership card. The 
cylinder has been patented 
for exclusive application by 
Serrature Meroni.

SMART SMART DUO COMFORT EXPERT

IDEAL FOR FLEETS
UFO³ is the perfect solution for 
operators of large fleets and for 
drivers who must open and close the 
van’s door several times a day:

• automatic slam lock system
• same key code for all the locks of 

a van (two-locks or three-locks) 
makes opening with the same key 
possible.

• remains attached to the bodywork 
of the vehicle, it cannot be left 
open.

With UFO³ your cargo is always 
protected!



BLACK & WHITE

UFO³ is now also available in two versions - UFO³ BLACK and UFO³ WHITE - - in the new complementary 
finishes. Both made with ultra-resistant paint, they are available in all the cylinder configurations envisaged 
in the version with standard metallic grey finish. 
UFO³ BLACK and UFO³ WHITE are tested in conformity with the EN12320 standard and have achieved 
the maximum value of security (grade 6) for all the durability, resistance and security tests.
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The system is secure and is based 
on the encrypted communication 
protocol SHA256, developed by 
the American NSA. The connection 
between smartphone and lock 
is carried out via Bluetooth. No 
internet connection is necessary!

The dedicated APP, available 
both for Android and iOS 
allows the lock to be opened 
thanks to a virtual key. The APP 
remotely connects to a system 
server.

UFO CLOUD is a complete 
access control system and permits 
differentiated access, according to 
the role assigned, to certain system 
functions.

UFO CLOUD can be integrated in an 
ecosystem of smart locks, in other words 
different opening systems made smart 
thanks to the same technology can be 
controlled: the gate, the front door and 
many other things.

Using UFO CLOUD you can 
control the loading area but 
also its content, for example 
to ensure that everything 
necessary is effectively on 
board.

YOUR PERMISSION

TAP TO CONNECT

OPENED CLOSED

UFO VAN LOCKS

VIA VALSORDA, S.P. 40
22044 INVERIGO (CO)

9:41 AM 100%

MY KEYS



UFO IN CLOUD: 
EVERYTHING UNDER CONTROL 
WHEREVER YOU ARE

The efficiency and security of UFO3 along with electronic intelligence, have created UFO 
CLOUD. Based on Sclak technology, it allows security locks to be opened directly from the 
smartphone - and not only - thanks to the APP and to the virtual keys, or from a desktop 
using the dedicated website and the convenient dashboard. UFO CLOUD has four levels 
of access with different possibilities of intervention: installer, owner, manager, user. For 
example, with UFO CLOUD, the manager of a fleet of vans can: associate permission 
to open, set periods of validity of the key like a time slot, a day or a period of time, or 
geographical confines of validity of the key and many other things.



YOUR PERMISSION

TAP TO CONNECT

OPENED CLOSED

UFO VAN LOCKS

VIA VALSORDA, S.P. 40
22044 INVERIGO (CO)

9:41 AM 100%

MY KEYS

UFO CLOUD is a combination of UFO cloud-box 
- the intelligent control centre - and the mechanical 
lock UFO3. A virtual key is assigned to the 
mechanical key. By using this system to manage 
the openings you obtain a series of benefits, which 
are not limited to the convenience of opening 
the loading area by pressing the icon on your 
smartphone or the button of the smart remote 
control. The first advantage is access control: for 
example the manager of the fleet can generate a 
virtual key and send it - at any time and from any 
place - via text or email to a user who may have 
access to a specific van, at some pre-established 
times or on certain days.

THE SMARTPHONE IS THE VIRTUAL KEY

Every opening of the loading area is tracked and 
assigned a specific user/virtual key combination. 
Furthermore, UFO CLOUD is a scalable system: 
thanks to the integration of specific additional 
devices, optional functions can be implemented, 
transforming UFO CLOUD into a complete 
solution for managing the fleet, checking the 
dynamic information of the vehicle, managing the 
central locking system - thanks to the additional 
immobilizer - or the content of the van thanks to 
the tools tagging system. UFO CLOUD is more 
than a state-of-the-art secure lock: it is the ideal 
instrument for having everything under control.

WHO, HOWEVER LONG AND EVEN WHERE YOU WANT!



ADVANTAGES FOR FLEETS
UFO CLOUD is also the ideal solution for 
managing small and large van fleets.  The range 
of its functions can cover either the needs of the 
individual user or craftsman or the more complex 
needs, like the specific ones of managing whole 
fleets. Indeed, its potential is expressed to the 
full in multi-vehicle management, where the 
complete solution UFO CLOUD transforms the 
van into an ecosystem full of functions that can 
be implemented according to the specific needs.

The van ecosystem can, in turn, be integrated or 
not in one or more ecosystems based on the same 
technology. With the pre-assigned virtual keys, 
it is also possible to access a series of opening 
systems: the entrance gate to a factory, the main 
door of a warehouse or of a shop to make 
deliveries, or places of intervention like electrical 
cabinets, vending machines, lockers and many 
other things. Everything always controllable in 
real time and traceable.

GEOFENCING, THE KEY IS THE PLACE
Geofencing opens new perspectives in the field of security of access and 
UFO CLOUD exploits all its potential. The virtual key can be issued by 
the system manager enabling geolocalised opening of the lock installed 
on the vehicle. The lock may only be opened within a preselected area 
in the vicinity of the established area.





UFO+ is the second generation lock for the security of 
commercial vehicles and the first slam-lock proposed 
by Meroni. Its design, ease of installation, construction 
and design quality are inherited from UFO Classic 
and reach a new level with UFO+, to meet the needs 
of security and practicality expressed by craftsmen, 
professionals and express couriers who use vans for 
work or for transporting goods, opening the loading 
compartment several times during the day. UFO+ 
remains fixed to the rear or side sliding door and locks 
automatically once the rear door is closed. 
It is available in two versions: one integrates the 
standard 15-pin security cylinder, with flat reversible 
key; the other the high security dormakaba experT 
pluS cylinder with flat key, protected and patented 
profile, anti-picking, anti-impressioning and anti-
drilling certified.

AUTOMATIC REVOLUTION



BOX  VAN



Thanks to the special mounting plates designed to fix it on box van trucks, Meroni offers a universal solution 
to install UFO+, protecting the loading area of box vans without changing the quality and performance of 
the security lock as a slam-lock solution, its resistance to break-in and the material used. 

The mounting plates, made of stainless steel and in the same finishing as the UFO+ lock’s body, maintain 
the same durability and resistance.

The installation of the BOX VAN kit, quick and easy thanks to eight fixing points with round head M5 
through screws, guarantees light and heavy break-in resistance. Both of the brackets are equipped with 
special rubber gaskets to protect the lock and the vehicle bodywork from atmospheric agents.

Once again, thanks to its versatility and to its unique design, UFO+ goes beyond the standard application 
and becomes the ideal solution for commercial box vans!

TRULY VERSATILE!





UFO is the first lock for vans designed by Meroni, now 
a great classic, it has revolutionised the field of light 
commercial vehicle security, in Italy and Europe. 

UFO has set new standards: before hacks and DIY 
workarounds were employed to try to reinforce 
the truck’s locks with products not designed for the 
specific application and thus unsuitable, anti-aesthetic 
and totally ineffective: protruding brackets, rusty locks 
and bodywork, visible welds and patchwork. The 
arrival of UFO has once and for all put an end to 
these improvised workarounds. 

Easy and quick to fit, UFO Classic was immediately 
acknowledged as the solution everyone was looking 
for and is now being used by all those whose van 
represents their livelihood and need to effectively 
protect their cargo and their vehicle, when necessary: 
owner-drivers, small fleet owners and craftsmen.

TIMELESS



UFO Temporary is the solution that allows 
the UFO Classic security lock to be fitted 
without drilling the vehicle’s bodywork. 

The kit, available for the main commercial 
vehicle models, is made up of two fixing 
brackets, which use the already existing holes 
of the standard locking system of the door, 
without making permanent modifications to 
the vehicle. 

UFO Temporary is the practical and effective 
solution for leasing and long-term hire, 
which leaves the bodywork intact and and 
strengthens the security of the loading area. 

On request, it is possible to verify the 
availability of the bracket kit for a specific 
model.  

NO DRILLING

UFO Classic is also available in the quadruple 
kit that includes two pairs of UFO for each 
door and opening with a single key. 

It is a solution that provides a solution for 
customers with trucks on the road in areas of 
the world with a high theft and heavy break-in 
rate. 

The quadruple kit of UFO Classic is the security 
solution with the same functionality as two 
lock systems, but it improves on it because it 
prevents intrusion due to unhinging the upper 
part of the rear or side door.

SQUARED SECURITY

T



LUCCOTTO is the perfect blend of original design and function. It is 
extremely resistant thanks to its structure, to the tempered steel spheres 
and to the cylinder tested according to the TÜV and CNPP standards. 

LUCCOTTO is the smart, functional and attractive alternative to the 
ugly, noisy and inefficient padlock.

VALID ALTERNATIVE...

LUCCOTTO

LUCCOTTINO is the solution for installation on drop 
down doors. Thanks to the special cemented steel axle 
box that protects the body of the lock, LUCCOTTINO 
is basically unassailable. 
The tapered design of the axle box and the spherical 
ending of the lock, as well as its  flush installation 

... ALSO FOR DROP DOWN DOORS
with the bodywork makes any attempts at break-in 
particularly difficult. The installation kit includes the 
tapered axle box and the mounting bracket, the lock 
and the tubular key. The internal engagement system 
varies in each application and must be made specifically 
for the vehicle*.

LUCCOTTINO

* The design and manufacture of the engagement system is at the exclusive expense of the customer.



VAN LOCKS
CODES



SAME KEY SYSTEMS (KA) AND MASTER KEY SYSTEMS (MK)

KA and MK - used in these pages inside the descriptions of the various kits - respectively stand for Keyed Alike (KA) and Master 
Key (MK). The KA kits are made up of between two or more locks, which are opened with the same key. MK kit, on the other 
hand is used when two or more different kits share a common master key so that they can be opened. 

The possibility of having a master key for several kits must be defined at the moment of the order. 

KA

MK

KA1

KA2

KA3



SMART

8090S212GM One lock, metallic grey with 2 keys

8090S223GM Two-locks kit KA, metallic grey with 3 keys

8090S233GM Three-locks kit KA, metallic grey with 3 keys

8090S212PB One lock, white polymer with 2 keys

8090S223PB Two-locks kit KA, white polymer with 3 keys

8090S233PB Three-locks kit KA, white polymer with 3 keys

8090S212PN One lock, black polymer with 2 keys

8090S223PN Two-locks kit KA, black polymer with 3 keys

8090S233PN Three-locks kit KA, black polymer with 3 keys

UFO³ SMART DUO integrates an 8 radial pin cylinder with 250,000 combinations. The SMART DUO version is characterised 
by the “dual key removal” feature that allows the automatic closing of the lock to be enabled or disabled. The core of the 
cylinder is made of cemented and tempered steel, it has been anti-drilling and anti-picking tested. The tubular key has a 
convenient black rubber grip.

PB PN GM

SMART DUO

UFO³ SMART integrates an 8 radial pin cylinder with 250,000 combinations. The core of the cylinder is made of cemented and 
tempered steel, it has been anti-drilling and anti-picking tested. The tubular key has a convenient black rubber grip.

8090S112GM One lock, metallic grey with 2 keys

8090S123GM Two-locks kit KA, metallic grey with 3 keys

8090S133GM Three-locks kit KA, metallic grey with 3 keys

8090S112PB One lock, white polymer with 2 keys

8090S123PB Two-locks kit KA, white polymer with 3 keys

8090S133PB Three-locks kit KA, white polymer with 3 keys

8090S112PN One lock, black polymer with 2 keys

8090S123PN Two-locks kit KA, black polymer with 3 keys

8090S133PN Three-locks kit KA, black polymer with 3 keys

GMPB PN



powered by

EXPERT

UFO³ EXPERT integrates a high security cylinder “experT pluS” with 23 pins and protected profile, it is capable of guaranteeing 
100,000,000+ combinations. The key is flat and reversible, with a rubber grip, it has a key profile patented exclusively for 
Serrature Meroni. The cylinder certified anti-picking, anti-impressioning and anti-drilling is further protected from external 
attacks thanks to the steel anti-drilling defender.

8090XP12GM One lock, metallic grey with 2 reversible keys

8090XP23GM Two-locks kit KA, metallic grey with 3 reversible keys

8090XP33GM Three-locks kit KA, metallic grey with 3 reversible keys

8090XP12PB One lock, white polymer with 2 reversible keys

8090XP23PB Two-locks kit KA, white polymer with 3 reversible keys

8090XP33PB Three-locks kit KA, white polymer with 3 reversible keys

8090XP12PN One lock, black polymer with 2 reversible keys

8090XP23PN Two-locks kit KA, black polymer with 3 reversible keys

8090XP33PN Three-locks kit KA, black polymer with 3 reversible keys

PB PN GM

 

COMFORT

UFO³ COMFORT integrates a 15-pin security cylinder with a reversible flat key, rubber grip, with 100,000+ combinations. 
The cylinder is protected from external attacks thanks to the steel anti-drilling defender and from atmospheric agents thanks to 
the dust cover. 

8090CM12GM One lock, metallic grey with 2 reversible keys

8090CM23GM Two-locks kit KA, metallic grey with 3 reversible keys

8090CM33GM Three-locks kit KA, metallic grey with 3 reversible keys

8090CM12PB One lock, white polymer with 2 reversible keys

8090CM23PB Two-locks kit KA, white polymer with 3 reversible keys

8090CM33PB Three-locks kit KA, white polymer with 3 reversible keys

8090CM12PN One lock, black polymer with 2 reversible keys

8090CM23PN Two-locks kit KA, black polymer with 3 reversible keys

8090CM33PN Three-locks kit KA, black polymer with 3 reversible keys

PB PN GM

The system is available under master key (MK) on request.

The system is available under master key (MK) on request.

GRADE 6
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UFO+ integrates a security cylinder with a reversible flat key, rubber grip, with 100,000+ combinations.
UFO+ dormakaba has a high security cylinder “experT pluS” with 23 pins and protected profile, it is capable of guaranteeing 
100,000,000+ combinations. The key is flat and reversible, it has a patented and protected profile. The cylinder certified anti-
picking, anti-impressioning and anti-drilling is further protected by a steel anti-drilling defender and by the dust cover.

8086H3122B One lock, stainless steel with 2 reversible keys 

8086H3232B Two-locks kit KA, stainless steel with 3 reversible keys

8086H3332B Three-locks kit KA, stainless steel with 3 reversible keys

8086KB132B One lock, stainless steel with 2 reversible keys 

8086KB232B Two-locks kit KA, stainless steel with 3 reversible keys

8086KB332B Three-locks kit KA, stainless steel with 3 reversible keys

powered by

Su richiesta, è disponibile il sistema sotto chiave maestra (MK).

BOX  VAN

UFO+ in the BOX VAN version, thanks to the special brackets designed for the application, it can be installed on box vehicles 
while maintaining the inherent qualities of the lock.

80GRA87C Stainless steel mounting plates for box vehicles *

* UFO+ lock not included.

8080331215D One-lock with 2 keys

8080332315D Two-lock kit KA with 3 keys

8080333315D Three-lock kit KA with 3 keys

8080334315D Four-lock kit KA with 3 keys

UFO integrates an 7 radial pin cylinder with up to 250,000 combinations. The core of the cylinder is made of cemented and 
tempered steel, it has been anti-drill and anti-picking tested, TÜV and CNPP certified.  The tubular key has a convenient black 
rubber grip.



T

UFO TEMPORARY is the solution that permits temporary installation of the security lock. Thanks to the special fixing plates, 
available in different kits suitable for different models of van, UFO Classic can be installed without drilling holes in the vehicle’s 
bodywork.

8080332315 pair of locks alone

808115TPL06 pair of fixing plate sets
VOLKSWAGEN CRAFTER  2° SERIES (2016 -    )

8080332315 pair of locks alone

808115TPL07 pair of fixing plate sets
FORD TRANSIT 8° SERIES (2014 -     )

8080332315 pair of locks alone

808115TPL08 pair of fixing plate sets
MERCEDES SPRINTER 3° SERIES (2018 -     )

AVAILABLE SOON, FOR THE MODELS:

8080332315 pair of locks alone

808115TPL01 pair of fixing plate sets

FIAT DUCATO 4° SERIES (2014 -     )

CITROEN JUMPER 3° SERIES (2014 -     )

PEUGEOT BOXER 3° SERIES (2014 -     )

RAM PRO MASTER 1° SERIES (2013 -     )

8080332315 pair of locks alone

808115TPL02 pair of fixing plate sets

FIAT FIORINO 3° SERIES (2007 -     )

CITROEN NEMO 1° SERIES (2008 -     )

PEUGEOT BIPPER 1° SERIES (2007 -     )

8080332315 pair of locks alone

808115TPL03 pair of fixing plate sets

RENAULT MASTER 3° SERIES (2007 -     )

OPEL MOVANO 1° SERIES (2008 -     )

8080332315 pair of locks alone

808115TPL04 pair of fixing plate sets

FIAT DOBLO  2° SERIES (2009 -     )

OPEL COMBO VAN 4° SERIES (2012 - 2018)

RAM PRO MASTER CITY 1° SERIES (2015 -     )

8080332315 pair of locks alone

808115TPL05 pair of fixing plate sets

FIAT TALENTO  1° SERIES (2016 -     )

RENAULT TRAFIC  3° SERIES (2014 -     )

OPEL VIVARO  2° SERIES (2014 - 2018)

AVAILABLE NOW, FOR THE MODELS:



LUCCOTTO

3388NE1236I One-lock with 3 keys, 36mm stem

3388NE1236X2I Two-locks kit with 3 keys, 36 mm stem

LUCCOTTO integrates an 8 radial pin cylinder with 250,000 combinations. The core of the cylinder is made of cemented and 
tempered steel, it has been anti-drilling and anti-picking tested, TÜV and CNPP certified.  The tubular key has a convenient 
black rubber grip.

82881322X One-lock Luccottino with 2 keys, 22mm stem

8289SET01 Set of tapered axle box for LUCCOTTINO*

LUCCOTTINO

LUCCOTTINO integrates an 8 radial pin cylinder with up to 250,000 combinations. The core of the cylinder is made of 
cemented and tempered steel, it has been anti-drilling and anti-picking tested, TÜV and CNPP certified.  The tubular key has a 
convenient black rubber grip. The tapered axle box completes the kit for installation on vehicles with drop down doors.

* The design and manufacture of the engagement system is at the exclusive expense of the customer.



ACCESSORIES

CHH8690XKB Copy of UFO3 EXPERT and UFO+ dormakaba encrypted key

CHH8690MKB Copy of UFO3 EXPERT and UFO+ dormakaba master key

80H1833CTXAZ
Copy of encrypted key of
UFO3 SMART and UFO3 SMART DUO, UFO and LUCCOTTO

80GMASBLO8690 Black resin cable handle for release from inside 

CHH8690XMG Copy of UFO+ and UFO3 COMFORT encrypted key

CHH8690MMG Copy of UFO+ and UFO3 COMFORT master key



Serrature Meroni is an industrial company founded in 1945 and its brand is famous all over 
the world. It is one of the oldest existing manufacturers of locks in Italy. Capable of evolving 
when new scenarios and opportunities arise, in time it has introduced on the market “breaking-
up solutions”: products that are part of the history of Italian design, like the “Premi Apri” door 
handle Nova, ten million of which have been sold all over the world; technological solutions 
in line with the market requests in the furniture sector; new types of special applications.

Created in 2009, amongst the special applications, the UFO lock stands out. Thanks to this 
product Meroni unveiled a new market in Italy and a new chapter in the security of commercial 
vehicles. Firstly with UFO Classic, then with UFO+ and UFO³, Serrature Meroni is today leader 
in Italy and amongst the main manufacturers for security locks for trucks on an international 
level: over 400,000 locks sold in the world and more than 1,500 customers.

From the company’s inherent propensity to innovate, the Meroni Technology division has been 
created which takes care of developing smart solutions. The challenges that Serrature Meroni 
is facing concern the inclusion of electronics in sectors where it is traditionally present and in 
the consolidation of the UFO VAN LOCKS line, thanks to the UFO CLOUD solution.



Serrature Meroni S.p.A.
via Valsorda, S.P. 40
22044 Inverigo (CO) - Italy
t: +39 031 6949301
f: +39 031 698707
e: ufo@serme.it
w: ufomeroni.com
w: serraturemeroni.it
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